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授課教師 
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93 學期
Semester 1

課程大綱

Syllabus for Sophomore Composition Class (Fall)

Lecturer: Francis Yu-fen Kuo

Notice: These are general guidelines to the course. Students will be informed 
of any modification. 

Duration of the Course: Sep. 22, 2004- Jan. 19, 2005

Email (for students): guoyufen@yahoo.com (Junk emails are not allowed!!)

Course Description：
The Objective of this course is to help students produce a well-written essay  
of 2 pages in various writing modes in description, narration, process, cause 
and effect, classification, illustration, definition, comparison and contrast 
and analogy. On top of that, this course also aims at writing in response to 
reading.

Appointed textbook：The Writer’s Response

Scoring Policy： 15% Midterm（written test; 15% Final(written test); 60% 
Homework; 10% In-class
                 participation and class attendance record

On Attendance: You are allowed 3 excused absences and one unexcused absence. 
5 absences will put 
               your grade in the 50 to 59 range and if you are absent beyond 
12 hours (including 
               tardies) your grade will be below 50 and you risk the 
possibility of retaking the 
               class. 3 tardies is equal to an absence and a drop in grade. 8 
tardies is equal to 
               a possibility of retaking the class. Absence includes excused 
sicknesses. 5 points 
               will be deducted from the final score for each unexcused 
absence. 

On Homewrok: If you fail to hand in any assignment on time, you will receive 
a zero for that 
             single assignment. Any delayed homework will not be accepted. No 
excuses (including 
             sick leaves or whatever reasons) will be accepted for delaying 
any homework. You can 
             email in the homework if you are afraid you should forget to 
bring it to class on due 
             date.

Requirements for homework: 
1. The number of the pages here refers to the body of the composition. You 
need to put down 
   notes or works cited on extra pages if there is any.
2. Format of all the assignment: A4 size/ font 10-12/ double-spaced.
3. For any rewrite, the original assignment has to come with it. 
4. Students risk taking serious consequences (being failed for this semester 
or receiving a 
   demerit) for handing in any plagiarized work or assignments for other 
classes as well as for 
   any form of cheating. You are only allowed to ask classmates in the same 
composition class to 
   correct any of your homework assignment before handing it in. 
5. Please keep all your drafts and compositions in a clear holder. The 
teacher will check on your 
   files toward the end of the semester.


